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On-Farm Hydrogen Production –
How might it work in practice?
Jim Campbell – SAC Renewable Energy Team Leader
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What technology is available

• Electrolysers – hydrogen from electricity and water

• Storage

• Hydrogen boilers

• Fuel cells

• Conversions to IC engines to run on hydrogen

• Limited range of hydrogen vehicles

• Renewable electricity ➞ hydrogen ➞ electricity

• Commercial availability of some technology limited
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On site hydrogen

• Packaged hydrogen fuel stations are available 

which require an energy supply and a water supply

• A small unit producing 25 kg of hydrogen in 24 

hours would be enough to for 5 vehicle refills

• A packaged unit will produce, compress and 

dispense the hydrogen

• Where a wind turbine supplies power to a local 

demand, excess electricity could be used to 
produce hydrogen which could be stored on site for 

use as transport fuel or turned back to electricity.

• Substantial capital investment is required and 

therefore careful analysis of energy flows is 

required
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What do farmers and landowners have to offer

• Existing renewables

• Land to locate new renewables
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Levenmouth Community Energy Project 
Rural Hydrogen Investigation 

• Looked at viability of on-farm hydrogen production from 
renewable energy to alleviate grid constraint problems.

• Considered hydrogen use

– In farm vehicles

– For heating on the farm

– For sale as a vehicle fuel

– For sale as a heating fuel

• Main output was a spreadsheet model that will allow 
analysis of the various options for specific cases.
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Rural Hydrogen Investigation 
Conclusions for different scenarios

• Diverting electricity away from grid to H2 production

– Did not appear viable under any of the scenarios at current H2

prices

– 2 kWh of electricity required to produce 1 kWh worth of hydrogen

– Foregone export tariff adds up to more than the value of the H2

– If fossil fuel (diesel) prices were to increase to £1.40 to £1.70, H2

could become competitive 

• Increasing existing generator capacity above grid connection (i.e. 

upgrading a 500 kW wind turbine to 800 kW)

– FIT payment rate for additional capacity would be lower

– Not viable under any of the scenarios tested.
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Rural Hydrogen Investigation 
Conclusions for different scenarios

• New build (i.e. new renewable generator above available grid 

connection)

– FITs would be available for energy produced

– More likely to be viable at larger scale (>1 MW)

– Would require market of 45,000 kg H2 per year
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Rural Hydrogen Investigation 
Conclusions for different scenarios

• Transport Fuel versus Heating Fuel

– No scenario showed sales or use of H2 as a heating fuel to be 

viable

– In the short term H2 as a transport fuel is not expected to be 
taxed at the same rate as fossil fuel and at £3/kg would be 

around 85% of the cost of diesel

– Transport fuel markets should be the target for H2 sales
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Use as heating fuel

• Tube trailer holds 100 kg

• Equivalent of 300 litres of 
heating oil

• Even a relatively small 
house would need 5 to 10 
of these a year.

• Boilers not readily available 
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Rural Hydrogen Investigation 
Conclusions for different scenarios

• Conversion of own vehicles to H2

– From fuel savings alone an annual mileage of 50,000 would be 
required to break even assuming current conversion costs and 

fuel prices

– With additional FITs 20,000 per year may break even in 10 years

– Export to external markets is likely to be more viable.

• Capital costs for electrolysers
obtained as part of the study
were quite varied.
Most cases would require
considerable grant funding or a
reduction in costs to be viable. 
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Hydrogen for sale as a transport fuel

• Carbon reduction commitment (CRC)

– Large public and private sector organisations that use 
more than 6,000 MWh per year of electricity must report 
carbon emissions and must buy allowances to cover 
these emissions. (£15 - £17/tonne CO2)

– The value of H2 to these organisations could be 
considerably higher than £3/kg.

– Estimated value to these organisations - £6/kg
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Use as transport fuel

Pros
– Can be produced locally

– Can be stored

– Can be transported to an 

extent

– No CO2 emissions from 
vehicle

Cons

– Very low energy density and 

therefore high pressure storage is 

required if a useable vehicle range 
is to be achieved

– Flammable in air

– Easily ignited

– Hydrogen/air mixtures can explode

– May burn with almost invisible 

flame

– Distribution network not yet in place
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Target market

• Large organisations who are liable for CRC and 
are therefore can afford to pay higher price for 
hydrogen

• Fleet of vehicles that operate close to a central 
depot

– High mileage fleet

– Centralised safe filling point

– Short trip vehicles frequent returns to filling point

– Relative proximity to hydrogen production site
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Store on site and use to generate electricity 

• Renewable generator sized in excess of available 
grid connection using excess to produce hydrogen.

• Could use in fuel cell or CHP.

• FIT payments would be payable on electricity used 
to produce hydrogen.

• Difficult to size buffer storage 

• Under current incentive schemes cost of energy 
supplied to the grid would be considerably greater 
to consumer than direct to grid. (50% efficiency of 
conversion?)
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Energy storage – utility scale

– Can be stored on site or fed into the gas grid at low 
pressure for later conversion back to electricity or to 
provide carbon neutral gas

– Needs to be blended with methane to limit hydrogen 
concentration in network to 2% (Germany)
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Best short term potential

• Large organisations who are liable for CRC and are therefore can afford 

to pay higher price for hydrogen

• Fleet of vehicles that operate close to a central depot

– High mileage fleet

– Centralised safe filling point

– Short trip vehicles frequent returns to filling point

– Relative proximity to hydrogen production site
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Local Energy Markets

Fuel 

supply for 
public 

transport 

supplied 
from local 

farms.

Picture courtesy of Lothian Buses
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Funding to take a project forward

• KTIF

– Work with an operational group i.e. interested farmers

– Technology partners

– Meet with potential consumers

– Facilitate dialogue

– Undertake case studies

– Develop knowledge within the group

– Put forward proposals for local schemes

– Examine capital funding opportunities

• Scottish Enterprise

• Following todays meeting if you are interested in becoming involved 

please leave your details with Fiona.
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Want more information?

SAC Consulting’s Renewable Energy Team:

2 Technopole Centre

Bush Estate

Penicuik

Midlothian

EH26 0PJ

0131 603 7500

Or via your local SAC Consulting office.

Discussion – potential opportunities 
and next steps
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rebecca.audsley@sac.co.uk

Find us on Facebook

Twitter: SACfarm4climate

Visit: www.farmingforabetterclimate.org

Email: climatechange@sac.co.uk

Funded by Scottish Government as part of its Climate Change Advisory Activity


